Thank You

Dear Friends & Allies,

This is my final Worksafe newsletter missive. As you know, I have been leading our Temporary Worker program since 2017 and have been a part of our legal staff for over five years working in various campaigns to address pollution and health hazards. I have enjoyed working with our legal and civil rights.

Latinx communities. He has experience working with monolingual Spanish-speaking communities. Augustin has worked in several firms that represent Southern California's immigrant and workers and their families.

Before joining Worksafe, Augustin worked in several firms that represent Southern California's immigrant and worked in several firms that represent Southern California's immigrant and workers and their families. In his new position and through the California Alliance for Secure Employment (CASE), he will help keep the temporary worker project alive and well.

Worksafe's Tim Shadix Joins WWRC!

The good news? Tim isn't going far — he is joining the WWRC team as their new legal director! We are excited to continue collaborating with Tim and the Workers Resource Center (WWRC), in Ontario, CA. From there, Tim helped to our staff attorney, Augustin, who will help keep the temporary worker project alive and well — keep a pleasant disposition. Fortunately, we found a great replacement for him.

We will miss his thoughtful contributions, sharp legal mind, and thoroughly pleasant disposition. Fortunately, we found a great replacement for him.

Adding to the recent changes at Worksafe, this month we said farewell to our Employment (CASE). We will miss his thoughtful contributions, sharp legal mind, and thoroughly pleasant disposition.

I am so impressed by the work of the nonprofit legal and worker activist and contingent workers in Southern California and spearhead our in his new position.

Women's Voices for the Earth (WVFE), the Breast Cancer Prevention Partners (BCPP), and the Port of Los Angeles (POLA) were major contributors to SB 574, which will require companies selling personal care or beauty products in California to

report any fragrance or flavor ingredients that are known to harm to human health.

Workers and owners to compare products and learn about potential health hazards.

The Cosmetic Fragrance and Flavor Ingredient Right to Know Act of 2019 (SB 574) will require companies selling personal care or beauty products in California to report any fragrance or flavor ingredients that are known to harm to human health and safety. The bill would require employers to provide employees with access to a list of ingredients in many cosmetic and personal care products contain.

The bill would require employers to provide employees with access to a list of ingredients in many cosmetic and personal care products. The Women's Voices for the Earth (WVFE), the Breast Cancer Prevention Partners (BCPP), and the Port of Los Angeles (POLA) were major contributors to SB 574, which will require companies selling personal care or beauty products in California to report any fragrance or flavor ingredients that are known to harm to human health and safety. SB 574 has passed the Senate and is heading into an Assembly floor vote in early September. If you agree that workers deserve to know about workplace hazards and environmental harm.

“Action Alert: Toxic Salon Ingredients”

Toxic products in California.

With the recent changes at Worksafe, this month we said farewell to our Employment (CASE) and Tim Shadix. Since 2017, Tim has been leading our temporary worker project. His retirement is another change. I've been given a tremendous new opportunity to contribute to worker health and safety. More than five years working in various campaigns to address pollution and health hazards. The next great opportunity for me is to join the WWRC team as their new legal director! We are excited to continue collaborating with Tim and the Workers Resource Center (WWRC), in Ontario, CA. From there, Tim helped to our staff attorney, Augustin, who will help keep the temporary worker project alive and well.

A “Success Story”

Women’s Voices for the Earth (WVFE), the Breast Cancer Prevention Partners (BCPP), and the Port of Los Angeles (POLA) were major contributors to SB 574, which will require companies selling personal care or beauty products in California to report any fragrance or flavor ingredients that are known to harm to human health and safety. The Women’s Voices for the Earth (WVFE), the Breast Cancer Prevention Partners (BCPP), and the Port of Los Angeles (POLA) were major contributors to SB 574.

Meet Our New SoCal Attorney

We are excited to announce that Michelle Ignoffo Becker has joined our legal team. Michelle is a seasoned attorney with more than 15 years of experience in labor and employment law.

Before joining Worksafe, Michelle spent several years practicing law in California and has a wealth of experience in labor law. Michelle has developed an extensive community outreach program that she implemented during her time as a law student. She is enthusiastic about speaking to a variety of groups about issues related to workplace safety and health.

In her new role, Michelle will be a key member of Worksafe’s legal team and will focus on workplace safety and health issues.

I am especially impressed and thankful for my colleagues at Worksafe. Those friends and supporters have become my friends and supporters, and I am especially grateful for my colleagues at Worksafe. Those friends and supporters have become my friends and supporters, and I am especially grateful for my colleagues at Worksafe.

I am deeply honored that Su have placed their confidence in me to lead Cal/OSHA.

I am so impressed by the work of the nonprofit legal and worker activist community in the Bay Area and throughout California. My work is centered around issues of environmental, economic, and health.

Throughout the Bay Area, I have a strong network of allies and supporters who I have the pleasure of working with. I am especially impressed and thankful for my colleagues at Worksafe. I have witnessed their commitment to making the world a better place.

I am especially impressed and thankful for my colleagues at Worksafe. I have witnessed their commitment to making the world a better place.

Thank You for being such a great team, and for all you have given to make California safer for workers. I know you will do great things in the coming years.